Generation of starting geometries
Both the surface modifiers and the oxidized coal surface model are simple and quite rigid molecules. Therefore, we only put the surface modifier molecule onto the coal surface to introduce a possible interaction between them, which is taken as the starting geometry of surface modifiercoal surface model. Since hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions exist on these two coal models, two kinds of interaction between the surface modifier and coal complex were examined according to chemical intuition: (1) The chain-shaped surface modifier lies on the coal surface, which is mainly caused by dispersion interaction; (2) The polar group of surface modifier is attached to the COOH/COONa group through polar attraction and if possible, the modifier molecule forms hydrogen bond with the COOH/COONa group, when the aliphatic chain of surface modifier maintain a certain angle with the coal surface. For the second kind of interaction, several different possible polar attraction configurations were considered as different starting geometries. The obtained model systems will be optimized using the method described above. In this way, the lowest energy configuration of each model system can be obtained. Gray, red, purple, and white balls represent C, O, Na, and H atoms, respectively.
